
EVALUATION OF ORGANISATION STYLES FOR GAP INC

In bureaucratic organization all the powers and responsibilities are kept by head office of the organization. All the
decisions are made at.

Such inventory decisions as stocking lesser units so as to be able to turn it over fast are part of an overall
strategy of exclusivity and scarcity, thus encouraging full price purchases. Operational SCM involves the
majority of the operations. Department stores such as Sears, J. And many others face growing competition
from other social sector organizations for funding, talent, and influence. Little technical expertise is necessary
to produce clothing as well. Airfreight and truck delivery are generally fast and reliable but they are expensive.
Type or paste a DOI name into the text box. If the above decisions are made with careful and strategic thought
as well as with concern for integration, the supply chain should be efficient and successful. Brand loyalty is
also important in fashion. By staying on top of fashion trends and maintaining a consistent, unique message
through their brands, Gap Inc. However, pricing by Gap within the brands generally follows the quality of
clothing being produced and usually does not reflect a significant mark up. As a result, in order for firms to
gain market share and grow, they must take away market share from their competitors. Additionally, a variety
of larger retailers also compete with Gap. Bloomberg has signed a number of VPPAs in the past, both on its
own and in collaboration with other companies. Gap was part of the specialty clothing retailers that followed
the department store crazy following World War II. A raft of academic literature and large-scale surveys
suggest that culture is central to innovation. Only if a factory holds a certain expertise in producing a certain
type of clothing will they hold much power over the firm selling the clothes. This also works in reverse with
the customer at the head of the process when returning a product. Share On:. Stocking higher levels of
inventory must compensate for this uncertainty. To meet requirements, demands were placed on suppliers to
increase wages, minimize excessive overtime hours, secure freedom of association, and improve health and
safety systems for workers. This goes back to the brand loyalty issues the entering firm would face. We are
coming up with more formalized ways of teaching the brands to look at total life cycle in order to do their jobs
better. This contract will be used as a template for future deals; it was refined during the negotiation process.
This fight for market shares was combated with strategic alliances, partnerships and the resulting additions to
the supply chains of some companies. However, holding inventory can be expensive, so what are the optimal
inventory levels and reorder points? US apparel market continually demand fashionable new products, yet it
often take many years for most companies to bring new products to market. This study on human
anthropometrics was conducted to gauge the most recent body sizes of the population as a result of the
changing American body size. Within the malls, Gap stores are larger than the typical mall store, taking up
two or three units to accommodate the numerous Gap divisions Gap kids, baby Gap, Gap Body, plus the male
and female divisions. Inventoryâ€”what inventory should be stocked at each stage in a supply chain? The
contract disclosed Thursday represents yet another twist on this model, one that LevelTen CEO Bryce Smith
described as a first-of-kind collaboration. SCM is seen as involving five core processes. What Is Gap
Analysis? Productionâ€”what products does the market want? Raw materials, such as fabrics and dyes are
plentiful and available in bulk. The 3rd stage in the cycle is of production and marketing where factories
produce samples and the company approves the fit after which production begins. These include planning,
sourcing, making, delivering, and returning. Clearly, there are a large number of apparel retailers, and a
smaller, though still large, number of direct competitors to Gap within the specialty retail industry. Planning
cycles may therefore be long, using highly uncertain demand forecasts. Crew and Aeropostale. Drexler could
not find any clothes he liked for his son. This expands the supply chain as a result and leaves the company to
decide how it wants to pursue its strategy in accordance with its available resources. One event of major
significance was the hiring of Mickey Drexler, former Ann Taylor president, as the president of Gap Inc.


